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Abstract— Recent research has shown that interference can
make a significant impact on the performance of multihop
wireless networks. Researchers have studied interference-aware
topology control recently [1]. In this paper, we study routing
problems in a multihop wireless network using directional
antennas with dynamic traffic. We present new definitions of
link and path interference that are suitable for designing better
routing algorithms. We then formulate and optimally solve two
power constrained minimum interference single path routing
problems. Routing along paths found by our interference-aware
algorithms tends to have less channel collisions and higher
network throughput. Our simulation results show that, compared
with the minimum power path routing algorithm, our algorithms
can reduce average path interference by 40% or more at the
cost of a minor power increase. We also extend our work
towards survivable routing by formulating and solving the power
constrained minimum interference node-disjoint path routing
problem.
Keywords: Multihop wireless networks, interference-aware
routing, directional antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

The limitation of energy availability has become one of the
most critical issues in multihop wireless networks. Nodes in
such networks, such as wireless sensor nodes, are normally
powered by batteries and can only last for a short term,
if operated at a high power level. This energy limitation
motivates extensive research efforts towards power-efficient
routing and topology control.

Transmissions among neighboring nodes in wireless
networks may interfere with each other due to contention
for the shared wireless channel. The MAC (Medium Access
Control) protocols, such as 802.11 DCF or some TDMA
(Time Division Multiple Access)-based protocols ([22]), are
proposed to resolve contentions by scheduling transmissions
that cause channel collisions into different timeslots (TDMA)
or randomly delaying some of them (802.11 DCF). If packets
are always routed along minimum power paths without
considering interference, some spatially close wireless links
may become heavily loaded with traffic.This will result in long
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transmission delays and a substantial reduction of throughput
since transmissions along these links have to be scheduled at
different times in order to avoid channel collisions. Therefore,
a good routing algorithm should be aware of interference as
well as power consumption in order to find paths having low
interference with existing traffic.

The impact of interference in wireless multihop networks
has been observed and studied both theoretically and em-
pirically in the literature. The authors of [7] studied the
following problem: given a specific placement of wireless
nodes in the physical space and a specific traffic load, what
is the maximum throughput that can be supported by the
resulting network? They modeled wireless interference using
a conflict graph and derive upper and lower bounds on the
optimal throughput for the given network. Burkhart et al. in a
very recent paper [1], gave a concise and intuitive definition
of interference. Based on this definition, they showed that
most currently proposed topology control algorithms do not
effectively constrain interference. Furthermore, they proposed
algorithms to find interference-optimal connected subgraphs
and spanners.

By using directional antennas, RF energy can be concen-
trated in the direction where the transmission needs to be
made. In this way, energy can be saved and interference
can be reduced. The use of directional antennas is especially
beneficial in multihop wireless networks because nodes in such
networks have very limited energy capability and suffer from
the interference. Hence, in this paper, we study interference-
aware routing problems in multihop wireless networks using
directional antennas with dynamic traffic along the lines of
[1], [7]. However, we do not assume that the traffic demand
matrix is given a priori as in [7]. We study a more practical
dynamic traffic model, in which connection demands have
random source, destination and arrival time. We present new
definitions of link and path interference that are suitable for
designing better routing algorithms. We formulate several new
routing problems, namely the Power Constrained min-Max
Interference single path (MIPC) routing problem and the
Power Constrained min-Total Interference single path (TIPC)
routing problem. We present efficient optimal algorithms for
both problems. Routing by means of our interference-aware
algorithms can dramatically reduce channel collisions, which
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will make transmission scheduling easier and result in higher
network throughput. In addition, the total power of a routing
path found by our algorithms is guaranteed to be bounded by
a given tolerance value. By carefully setting this value, routing
paths obtained will not only be power-efficient, but also have
very low interference values. Furthermore, we extend our work
to node-disjoint path routing for the purpose of fault-tolerance.
We formulate the power constrained min-Max Interference
Double Path (MIDP) routing problem and give an optimal
algorithm. To our best knowledge, this is the first paper which
jointly considers interference and power consumption issues
for multihop wireless routing and presents interference-aware
routing schemes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work
is discussed in Section II. We define the system model in
Section III and then formulate optimization problems to be
studied in Section IV. Single path routing algorithms are pre-
sented in Section V and node-disjoint path routing algorithm
is presented in Section VI. We evaluate the performance of
our proposed algorithms via simulations in Section VII. We
conclude the paper in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

As we discussed before, a great number of power-efficient
routing algorithms have been proposed in the past few years.
Chang and Tassiulas [2] formulated the lifetime maximization
problem as the well studied multicommodity flow problem and
proposed an efficient algorithm to select the route. Moreover,
their algorithm can compute an optimal solution for the static
routing scenario, i.e., the sequence of packets which will be
delivered are given as the input. Li et al. presented an on-line
algorithm in [11] for the dynamic traffic case. Kar et al. in [8]
improved the results of [11] in terms of both throughput and
lifetime. More importantly, they showed that the worst-case
performance of their algorithm is bounded within a factor of
O(log(network size)) of the optimal solution. Li and Wan
also formulated and solved several constrained shortest path
problems for multihop wireless networks in [12]. Localized
power efficient routing algorithms are proposed in [18] and are
proven to be loop-free. Recently, Zhu et al. ([23]) proposed
more comprehensive energy consumption models that consider
the energy consumption for data packets as well as control
packets. Based on those models, they proposed their minimum
energy routing scheme. The algorithms mentioned so far are all
single path routing algorithms. Multiple path routing has also
been well studied for network survivability and security. Lou
and Fang [13], [14] proposed to use multiple paths in wireless
ad hoc networks to enhance data confidentiality. Srinivas and
Modiano [17] presented elegant optimal algorithms for finding
both minimum total power node-disjoint paths and minimum
total power link-disjoint paths in a multihop wireless network.
In [20], Tang and Xue extended their work to consider trade-
offs between total path power and path lifetime by taking into
consideration of the residual energy at wireless nodes.

Gupta and Kumar in [6] showed that in a network com-
prising of n identical nodes, each of which is communicating

with another node, the throughput per node is Θ(1/
√

n log n)
under the consumption of random node placement and com-
munication pattern. The throughput becomes Θ(1/

√
n) by

assuming optimal node placement and communication pattern.
The authors in [7] used a conflict graph to model interference
in a wireless network and present methods to compute upper
and lower bounds on the optimal throughput for a given
network and traffic demand matrix. The problem of jointly
routing the flows and scheduling transmissions to achieve a
given rate vector is studied in [10]. Firstly, the authors ignore
the secondary interference and developed tight necessary and
sufficient conditions for the achievability of the given rate
vector. Based on those conditions, they developed an efficient
scheme to solve the single source-destination pair rate achiev-
ability problem and showed that it guarantees that the solution
obtained is within 67% of the optimal solution in the worst
case. They also discussed the method for multiple source-
destination pair case and extensions to the general interference
model. The most related work is done by Burkhart et al. in
a very recent paper [1], in which several interference-aware
topology control algorithms are proposed.

Recently, wireless networks using directional antennas have
received tremendous attention. Several MAC protocols are
proposed in [3], [9], [15] for wireless communication using
directional antennas. The authors of those papers modified
the original 802.11 MAC protocol by exploring the bene-
fits of directional antennas. In [16], the authors addressed
energy-efficient unicast routing using directional antennas.
They presented a routing algorithm to find an energy-efficient
path and a maximal-weight matching based algorithm for
transmission scheduling. Energy-efficient multicasting using
directional antennas has also been studied in [4], [5], [21].

III. SYSTEM MODELS

We are interested in various routing problems in a multihop
wireless network using directional antennas. We assume that
there are n wireless nodes v1, v2, . . . , vn deployed in the
Euclidean plane, with known positions. The Euclidean distance
between nodes vi and vj is denoted by d(vi, vj).

A. Cones and Sectors

We use a similar antenna model as in [15]. We assume
that each wireless node only has one transceiver and can
receive signals from all directions. However, a wireless node
can transmit signals using any number of predefined directions
which we call cones. Figure 1 illustrates this concept.

We divide the 360-degree whole angle centered at a trans-
mitter into k equal sized angles. These k angles divide the
360-degree whole angle into k cones, numbered 1, 2, . . . , k in
clockwise order. Figure 1(a) illustrates the case where k = 6.
If a wireless node wants to transmit a packet to other nodes,
it can transmit the packet using any combination of the k
cones for this purpose. Figure 1(b) illustrates the case where
only cone 1 is used for transmission. Figure 1(c) illustrates the
case where both cone 1 and cone 3 are used simultaneously
for transmission.
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Fig. 1. Transmission using directional antennas. (a) The k transmission
cones, k = 6 for this illustration; (b) Transmission using cone 1 only; (c)
Transmission using cone 1 and cone 3 simultaneously.

When a wireless node transmits simultaneously in multiple
cones, it uses the same power in all cones. Therefore the
transmission ranges in all cones used are the same. A cone
and a range define a sector. For a given transmission range r,
the power consumption required for using m cones is given
in Equation 1.

P (m, r) = K × m

k
× rα (1)

In the above equation, K is a positive constant and α is a
constant between 2 and 4 depending on transmission medium.

Since the maximum transmit power is fixed and assumed
to be the same for all nodes, there is a maximum transmission
range Rm corresponding to the case in which m cones are used
for transmission simultaneously. We will have R1 > R2 >
. . . > Rk.

B. Connection Requests and Wireless Links

We are interested in two types of connection requests: (1)
single path routing and (2) double path routing. For single
path routing, we seek a multihop source to destination path.
For double path routing, we seek a pair of node-disjoint source
to destination paths. Each connection request is specified by
its type T , the source node s, the destination node t, and a
rate requirement b.

We say there is a wireless link (u, v) if d(u, v) ≤ R1. Note
that two cones may need to be used simultaneously at source
node for some double path routing connection. In this case,
some wireless links cannot be used for routing since R2 < R1,
i.e, the node do not have enough power to support using such
links. When directional antennas are used for transmissions,
there still exists Wireless Multicast Advantage (WMA), i.e,
different nodes within the same transmission range can receive
the packet without any extra cost. As discussed in [17], this
WMA can be taken by source nodes of node-disjoint paths to
save transmission power. We need to be aware of WMA when
we study the interference of node-disjoint paths. A wireless
link may be used by a connection in two different ways. Let
ρ be an existing single path routing connection and (u, v) be
a wireless link in the network. The link (u, v) is either not
used by ρ or used by ρ as a normal wireless link. Let γ be an

existing double path routing connection and (u, v) a wireless
link in the network. The link (u, v) is either not used by γ
or used by γ as a normal wireless link where u is different
from the source node of γ, or used by γ together with another
wireless link (u,w) with the same ingress node where u is
the source node s. In the last case, we say (u, v) and (u,w)
form a WMA link pair. Note that normal wireless link and
WMA link pair are concepts defined with respect to a particular
connection. It is possible that (u, v) is a normal wireless link
with respect to one connection and (u, v) and (u,w) form a
WMA link pair for another connection. The links (x, y) and
(u, v) in Figure 2(a) do not form a WMA link pair for any
connection. The links (u,w) and (u, v) in Figure 2(c) may
form a WMA link pair for some connection while the links
(u,w) and (u, z) in Figure 2(c) may form another WMA link
pair for another connection.

Each normal wireless link corresponds to a unique sector
centered at the ingress node (except the cases where the egress
node is exactly on the boundary of two adjacent cones centered
at the ingress node). As such, the power consumption of
a normal wireless link is determined by the radius of the
corresponding sector. For each WMA link pair, the two links
have a common ingress node which is the source node of
the corresponding double path routing connection request.
A WMA link pair (u, v) and (u,w) may be in the same
sector or in two different sectors. In the first case, the power
consumption of (u, v) and (u,w) is determined by the power
consumption of the corresponding sector. In the second case,
the two sectors for (u, v) and (u,w) must be of equal radius,
although d(u, v) and d(u,w) may differ. As a result, the power
consumption of (u, v) and (u,w) is determined by the power
consumption of the two corresponding sectors.
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Fig. 2. Wireless links, sectors, and interference. (a) No interference; (b)
(u, v) interferes with (x, y); (c) (x, y) interferes with the (u, w) and (u, v)
pair.

C. Interference

In order to compute more schedulable routing paths, we
consider interference between two wireless links. In this paper,
we assume that a node can only transmit or receive and be
involved in a single communication session at one time.

Let (x, y) be a normal wireless link with ingress node x and
egress node y. Let (u, v) be another normal wireless link with
ingress node u and egress node v. If the sector corresponding
to (x, y) covers node v or the sector corresponding to (u, v)
covers node y, we say that the two links interfere with each
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other. Because simultaneously transmitting along both links
will lead to collisions at the receiver.

By this definition, the two links in Figure 2(a) do not
interfere with each other while the two links in Figure 2(b)
interfere with each other. Let (x, y) be a normal wireless
link with ingress node x and egress node y. Let (u, v) and
(u,w) be a WMA link pair with common ingress node u.
If the sector corresponding to (x, y) covers at least one of
v and w, then (x, y) interferes with both (u, v) and (u,w).
Because packets along this pair of links are transmitted using
just one broadcasting from node u. Similarly, if the sector
corresponding to (u, v) and (u,w) (or one of the sectors
corresponding to (u, v) and (u,w)) covers node y, then the
pair (u, v) and (u,w) interferes with link (x, y). In either case,
we say that normal wireless link (x, y) and the WMA link pair
(u, v) and (u,w) interfere with each other. In Figure 2(c), the
normal wireless link (x, y) and the WMA link pair (u, v) and
(u,w) interfere with each other. Note that the WMA link pair
(u, v) and (u,w) in Figure 2(c) uses the same sector that is
used by the normal wireless link (u, v) in Figure 2(a) and that
the normal wireless link (x, y) in Figure 2(c) uses the same
sector that is used by the normal wireless link (x, y) in Figure
2(a). In Figure 2(a), the normal wireless links (x, y) and (u, v)
do not interfere with each other. In Figure 2(c), however, the
normal wireless link (x, y) and the WMA link pair (u, v) and
(u,w) do interfere with each other.

Let (x, y) and (x, z) be a WMA link pair with common
ingress node x. Let (u, v) and (u,w) be a WMA link pair
with common ingress node u. If the sector (or one of the
sectors) corresponding to (x, y) and (x, z) covers at least one
of v and w, then the pair (x, y) and (x, z) interferes with the
pair (u, v) and (u,w). Similarly, if the sector (or one of the
sectors) corresponding to (u, v) and (u,w) covers at least one
of y and z, then the pair (u, v) and (u,w) interferes with the
pair (x, y) and (x, z). In either case, we say that the WMA
link pair (x, y) and (x, z) and the WMA link pair (u, v) and
(u,w) interfere with each other. The above definitions cover
most of the cases where two links (link pairs) are incident
in one common node. However, we also consider two links
(link pairs) interfering with each other if they share a common
ingress node.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATIONS

In this section, we will formally define the problems to
be studied, as well as some concepts which are necessary
in the definitions of the problems. When we talk about a
normal wireless link (u, v), we may omit the corresponding
connection and assume that we are talking about all the
connections for which (u, v) is a normal wireless link. When
we talk about a WMA link pair (u, v) and (u,w), we may
omit the corresponding connection as well and assume that
we are talking about all the connections for which (u, v) and
(u,w) form a WMA link pair.

A. Preliminaries

Definition 1 (Link Power): Let e = (u, v) be a normal
wireless link with ingress node u and egress v. The power of
link e, denoted by C(e), is P (1, d(u, v)) (refer to Equation 1).
Let e = (u, v) and e′ = (u,w) be a WMA link pair with
common ingress node u. If v and w are in the same cone
centered at u, the power of link pair e and e′, denoted by
C(e, e′), is max{P (1, d(u, v)), P (1, d(u,w))}, If v and w are
in different cones centered at u, the power of link pair e and
e′, denoted by C(e, e′), is max{P (2, d(u, v)), P (2, d(u,w))},

Definition 2 (Path Power): Let e1, e2, . . . , ep be the links
of a path P for a single path connection request. The power of
path P , denoted by C(P ), is

∑p
i=1 C(ei). Let e1, e2, . . . , ep

be the links of a path P for a double path connection request
and e′1, e

′
2, . . . , e

′
q be the links of the other path Q (node-

disjoint with P ) for the double path connection request. The
power of path pair P and Q, denoted by C(P,Q), is
C(e1, e

′
1) +

∑p
i=2 C(ei) +

∑q
i=2 C(e′i).

Definition 3 (Link Load): Let e be a normal wireless link.
The load of link e, denoted by L(e), is the sum of the rates of
the existing connections that use link e as a normal wireless
link. Let e and e′ be a WMA link pair with a common ingress
node. The load of link pair e and e′, denoted by L(e, e′), is
the sum of the rates of the existing connections that use link
pair e and e′ as a WMA link pair.

Essentially, L(e) (L(e, e′)) represents the amount of traffic
going through link e (link pair e and e′). In the following,
we will define the interference value of a link e as the
weighted (by link load) sum of the links that interfere with
e. Commonly, the interference value of a link e is defined as
the sum of the links that interfere with e. This may be viewed
as a special case of our definition where all links have equal
weight.

Definition 4 (Link Interference): Let e be a normal wireless
link. We will use IE(e) to denote the set of normal wireless
links and WMA link pairs that interfere with link e. The
interference of link e, denoted by I(e), is the sum of the
link loads among all normal wireless links and WMA link
pairs in IE(e), i.e.,

I(e) =
∑

e1∈IE(e)

L(e1) +
∑

(e1,e2)∈IE(e)

L(e1, e2).

Let e and e′ be a WMA link pair. We will use IE(e, e′) to
denote the set of normal wireless links and WMA link pairs
that interfere with link pair e and e′. The interference of link
pair e and e′, denoted by I(e, e′), is the sum of the link
loads among all normal wireless links and WMA link pairs in
IE(e, e′), i.e.,

I(e, e′) =
∑

e1∈IE(e,e′)

L(e1) +
∑

(e1,e2)∈IE(e,e′)

L(e1, e2).

Definition 5 (Path Interference): Let e1, e2, . . . , ep be the
links of a path P for a single path connection request. The
maximum path interference of P , denoted by Imax(P ), is
max{I(ei)|i = 1, 2, . . . , p}. The total path interference of
P , denoted by Isum(P ), is

∑p
i=1 I(ei). Let e1, e2, . . . , ep be
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the links of a path P for a double path connection request
and e′1, e

′
2, . . . , e

′
q be the links of the other path Q (node-

disjoint with P ) for the double path connection request.
The maximum path interference of P and Q, denoted by
Imax(P,Q), is

max{I(e1, e
′
1), I(ei), I(e′j)|i = 2, . . . , p; j = 2, . . . , q}.

The total path interference of P and Q, denoted by
Isum(P,Q), is

I(e1, e
′
1) +

p∑

i=2

I(ei) +
q∑

j=2

I(e′j).

B. Optimization Problems

Now we are ready to formally define our optimization
problems for interference-aware routing in multihop wireless
networks using directional antennas. For single path routing,
we are interested in the MIPC and TIPC problems. We
also define the auxiliary problems MICP and TICP which
ease the description of the algorithms for MIPC and TIPC
problems. For double path routing, we are interested in the
MIDP problem. We also define the auxiliary problem MICDP
which eases the description of the algorithm for the MIDP
problem. Let ρ be a single path connection request with source
node s, destination node t, and rate requirement b. We have
the following definitions.

Definition 6 (MIPC): Let Psum be a total power tolerance.
The Power Constrained min-Max Interference single path
routing problem asks for an s–t path with minimum maximum
interference among all s–t paths whose total power is bounded
by Psum.

Definition 7 (TIPC): Let Psum be a total power tolerance.
The Power Constrained min-Total Interference single path
routing problem asks for an s–t path with minimum total
interference among all s–t paths whose total power is bounded
by Psum.

Definition 8 (MICP): Let Imax be a maximum interference
tolerance. The Maximum Interference Constrained minimum
Power single path routing problem asks for an s–t path with
minimum total power among all s–t paths whose maximum
interference is bounded by Imax.

Definition 9 (TICP): Let Isum be a total interference tol-
erance. The Total Interference Constrained minimum Power
single path routing problem asks for an s–t path with mini-
mum total power among all s–t paths whose total interference
is bounded by Isum.

The above four problems are all concerned with single path
connection requests. For double path routing requests, we are
interested in the following two optimization problems. Let
ρ be a double path connection request with source node s,
destination node t, and rate requirement b. The problems are
defined as follows.

Definition 10 (MIDP): Let Psum be a total power toler-
ance. The power constrained min-Max Interference Double
Path routing problem asks for a pair of node-disjoint s–t paths

with minimum maximum interference among all s–t path pairs
whose total power is bounded by Psum.

Definition 11 (MICDP): Let Imax be a maximum inter-
ference tolerance. The Maximum Interference Constrained
minimum power Double Path routing problem asks for a pair
of node-disjoint s–t paths with minimum total power among
all node-disjoint s–t path pairs whose maximum interference
is bounded by Imax.

V. SINGLE PATH ROUTING

In this section, we present efficient algorithms for solving
the single path routing problems MIPC and TIPC. An effi-
cient algorithm for solving MICP is described as Algorithm 1.
We will use this algorithm as a subroutine for solving MIPC.

Algorithm 1 Solving MICP
INPUT: Existing network status: n wireless nodes; number

of cones k; link load of each wireless link; link
interference of each wireless link. A connection
request ρ with source node s, destination node t
and rate requirement b, and a maximum interfer-
ence tolerance Imax.

OUTPUT: An s–t path with minimum total power among all
s–t paths whose maximum interference is at most
Imax.

step 1 Construct a directed graph G(V,E) where V contains
all the wireless nodes and E contains all the wireless
links whose interference value is at most Imax.

step 2 Apply Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute an s–t path P
in G with minimum total power.

Theorem 1: Algorithm 1 correctly computes an s–t path
with minimum total power among all s–t paths whose max-
imum interference value is no more than Imax, provided
that there exists an s–t path with maximum interference no
more than Imax. In addition, the worst-case running time of
Algorithm 1 is O(n2).
PROOF. It follows from the construction of graph G that each
link in G has an interference value no more than Imax. If
there exists an s–t path P whose maximum interference is no
more than Imax, then P must be an s–t path in G. Therefore
our algorithm correctly computes an s–t path with minimum
total power among all s–t paths whose maximum interference
value is no more than Imax.

step 1 takes O(n2) time, since we only need to consider
n nodes and O(n2) wireless links. step 2 takes O(n2) time,
since this is the worst-case running time of Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. �

Now we are ready to present the algorithm for solving
MIPC. This is listed in Algorithm 2.

Theorem 2: Algorithm 2 correctly computes an s–t path
with min-max interference among all s–t paths whose total
power is no more than Psum, provided that there exists an
s–t path with total power no more than Psum. In addition, the
worst-case running time of Algorithm 2 is O(n3).
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Algorithm 2 Solving MIPC
INPUT: Existing network status: n wireless nodes; number

of cones k; link load of each wireless link; link
interference of each wireless link. A connection
request ρ with source node s, destination node t
and rate requirement b, and a total power tolerance
Psum.

OUTPUT: An s–t path with min-max interference among all
s–t paths whose total power is no more than Psum.

step 1 Use bisection on all link interference values to find
the minimum interference value Imax so that the
path computed using Algorithm 1 with maximum
interference tolerance Imax has a total power no more
than Psum. Output the corresponding path P .

step 2 Update the load of each link on path P . Update
the interference value of each wireless link in the
network.

PROOF. The correctness of the algorithm follows from the
correctness of Algorithm 1. step 1 takes O(n2 log n) time
since we have O(n2) link interference values. In the following,
we show that step 2 takes O(n3) time. Once an s–t path P
is computed, we need to update the load and interference of
each of the O(n2) wireless links in the network. Note that
there are at most (n− 1) links on path P . The load of a link
will change due to the establishment of path P if and only
if the link is on path P . We can update the loads of all links
on path P in O(n) time. Updating link interferences is more
involved because there are changes in interference values for
links on path P as well as for links not on path P . For each
link e, we count the number of links on P interfering with e.
Let this value be NI(e). We increase its interference value by
(NI(e)×b). This will take O(n3) time, since there are O(n2)
links in the network and O(n) links on path P . So total time
complexity is O(n3). This proves the theorem. �

Using the same argument used in the time analysis of
Theorem 2, we can prove that it takes O(n3) time to update
the link loads and link interference values when an existing
paths leaves the system. Note that no double path connections
are considered here.

In the rest of this section, we turn our attention to solving
TIPC. Algorithm 3 for solving TIPC can be used as a
subroutine for this purpose.

Theorem 3: Algorithm 3 correctly computes an s–t path
with minimum total power among all s–t paths whose total
interference value is no more than Isum, provided that there
exists an s–t path with total interference no more than Isum.
In addition, the worst-case running time of Algorithm 3 is
O(n2Isum + nIsum log(nIsum)).
PROOF. It follows from the construction of the graph G
that there is an s–t path in the wireless network with total
interference no more than Isum if and only if there is an
s0–tIsum path in G. In addition, each s0–tIsum path in G
corresponds to an s–t path in the wireless network simply

Algorithm 3 Solving TICP
INPUT: Existing network status: n wireless nodes; number

of cones k; link load of each wireless link; link
interference of each wireless link. A connection
request ρ with source node s destination node t
and rate requirement b, and a total interference
tolerance Isum.

OUTPUT: An s–t path with minimum total power among all
s–t paths whose total interference is at most Isum.

step 1 Construct a directed graph G(V,E) with vertex set
V and edge set E in the following way. For each
wireless node v in the network, there are (Isum + 1)
nodes v0, v1, . . . , vIsum . Let (u, v) a wireless link in
the network such that the interference value I(u, v)
is at most Isum. E contains the following directed
links: (ui, vi+I(u,v)), 0 ≤ i ≤ Imax − I(u, v). The
cost of all such edges are set to the power value of
link (u, v). E also contains zero cost edges (ti−1, ti)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , Isum.

step 2 Apply Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute an s0–tIsum

path π in G with minimum total cost. π corresponds
to an s–t path P in the wireless network.

by ignoring the superscript. Therefore the algorithm correctly
computes an s–t path with minimum total power among all
s–t paths whose total interference value is no more than Isum,
provided that there exists an s–t path with total interference
no more than Isum.

For the time complexity analysis, we note that G has
O(nIsum) nodes and O(n2Isum) links. Therefore step 1
and step 2 require O(n2Isum + nIsum log(nIsum)) time in
the worst-case. As before, step 3 requires O(n2) time. This
proves the theorem. �

Algorithm 4 Solving TIPC
INPUT: Existing network status: n wireless nodes; number

of cones k; link load of each wireless link; link
interference of each wireless link. A connection
request ρ with source node s, destination node t
and rate requirement b, and a total power tolerance
Psum.

OUTPUT: An s–t path with minimum total interference
among all s–t paths whose total power is no more
than Psum.

step 1 Use bisection on the possible values of total inter-
ference to find the minimum total interference value
Isum so that the path computed using Algorithm
3 with total interference tolerance Isum has a total
power no more than Psum. Output the corresponding
path P .

step 2 Update the load of each link on path P . Update
the interference value of each wireless link in the
network.
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Theorem 4: Algorithm 4 correctly computes an s–t path
with min-total interference among all s–t paths whose total
power is no more than Psum, provided that there exists an
s–t path with total power no more than Psum. In addition, the
worst-case running time of Algorithm 4 is O((n4CLmax +
n3CLmax× log nCLmax)× log nCLmax), where C is the total
number of existing connections in the network and Lmax is
the maximum load among all connection requests.
PROOF. The correctness of the algorithm follows from the
correctness of Algorithm 3. For the worst-case time complex-
ity, we only need to analyze the maximum possible values
of the interference of a path (which consists of O(n) links).
The interference value of a link is bounded by n×C ×Lmax.
Therefore the interference value of a path is bounded by n2×
C × Lmax. This implies that the worst-case time complexity
of step 2 is O((n4CLmax + n3CLmax × log nCLmax) ×
log nCLmax). As proved in Theorem 2, step 2 takes O(n3).
So the the worst-case time complexity of Algorithm 4 is
O((n4CLmax+n3CLmax×log nCLmax)×log nCLmax). This
proves the theorem. �

VI. NODE-DISJOINT PATH ROUTING

In this section, we shift our attention to node-disjoint path
routing. In particular, we will present an efficient algorithm
for solving MICDP, since this algorithm can be used as
a subroutine to solve MIDP by applying bisection on the
possible link interference values.

Suppose we have a double path routing connection request
with source node s and destination node t. Let e1 = (s, v)
be the first link on one of the s–t paths and e′1 = (s, w) be
the first link on the other s–t path. There are two possible
cases. In the first case, e1 and e′1 use two different sectors. In
this case, the power of the two links corresponds to the two
sectors used. In the second case, e1 and e′1 use the same sector
(as in the case of links (u, v) and (u,w) in Figure 2(c)). In
this case, the power of the two links corresponds to the single
sector used. In both case, the interference of the two links are
computed jointly. This leads to the algorithm for MICDP as
listed in Algorithm 5.

Theorem 5: Algorithm 5 correctly computes a pair of node-
disjoint s–t paths with minimum total power among all node-
disjoint s–t paths whose maximum interference value is no
more than Imax, provided that there exists a pair of node-
disjoint s–t paths with maximum interference no more than
Imax. In addition, the worst-case running time of Algorithm
5 is O(n4).
PROOF. step 1 computes a pair of node-disjoint s–t paths
with minimum total power subject to the maximum interfer-
ence constraint when Wireless Multicast Advantage is used
with a WMA link pair using two different sectors. This is a
generalization of the source transmit power selection technique
of Modiano et al. Since the total number of (v, w) pairs is
O(n2), This step takes O(n4) time ([19], [20]).

step 2 computes a pair of node-disjoint s–t paths with
minimum total power subject to the maximum interference
constraint when Wireless Multicast Advantage is used with a

Algorithm 5 Solving MICDP
INPUT: Existing network status: n wireless nodes; number

of cones k; link load of each wireless link; link
interference of each wireless link. A connection
request ρ with source node s, destination node t
and rate requirement b, and a maximum interfer-
ence tolerance Imax.

OUTPUT: A pair of node-disjoint s–t paths P and Q with
minimum total power among all s–t paths whose
maximum interference is at most Imax.

step 1 For each WMA link pair (s, v) and (s, w) such that
v and w are in different cones centered at s and that
the interference value of this WMA link pair is no
more than Imax, do the following:

1) Construct a directed graph Gsvw(V,E) where V
contains all the wireless nodes and E contains
all the normal wireless links (u, v) such that
u �= s and the interference value of (u, v) is at
most Imax. E also contains two edges (s, v) and
(s, w), both with (artificial) zero power value.

2) Apply Suurballe’s algorithm [19] to compute
a pair of node-disjoint s–t paths Psvw and
Qsvw in Gsvw with minimum total power.
The total power of Psvw and Qsvw, denoted
by π(Psvw, Qsvw), is C(Psvw, Qsvw) plus the
(true) power value of the two sectors for the
WMA link pair (s, v) and (s, w).

step 2 For each WMA link pair (s, v) and (s, w) such that
v and w are in the same cone centered at s and that
the interference value of this pair of WMA links is
no more than Imax, do the following:

1) Construct a directed graph G′
svw(V ′, E′) where

G′
svw is constructed similarly as Gsvw in

step 1.
2) Apply Suurballe’s algorithm [19] to compute

a pair of node-disjoint s–t paths P ′
svw and

Q′
svw in G′

svw with minimum total power.
The total power of P ′

svw and Q′
svw, denoted

by π(P ′
svw, Q′

svw), is C(P ′
svw, Q′

svw) plus the
(true) power value of the sector for the WMA
link pair (s, v) and (s, w).

step 3 From the path pairs (Psvw, Qsvw) and (P ′
svw, Q′

svw),
select a pair (P,Q) with the minimum total power
and output this path pair.
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WMA link pair using a single sector. Since the total number of
(v, w) pairs is O(n2), This step also takes O(n4) time ([19],
[20]).

step 3 selects the best path pair among O(n2) pairs.
Therefore it takes O(n2) time. This completes the proof of
the theorem. �

As in the case of Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 4, we can
use Algorithm 5 as a subroutine and apply bisection on the
possible link interference values to obtain an algorithm for
solving MIDP. Due to the similarity in the design philosophy,
we will omit the detailed description of the algorithm for
solving MIDP.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our algo-
rithms via simulations. We consider static wireless networks
with nodes randomly located in a 1000 × 1000 m2 region.
In all scenarios, only single path connection requests will be
generated. Therefore, a wireless node always use only one
cone for transmission. Every node has a maximum transmis-
sion range R1 = 400m ([15]). In order to guarantee the correct
reception, the power required for transmitting from node u to
node v is set to 0.0001∗d(u, v)2. The number of cones k is set
to 6. Each connections request is generated with a randomly
chosen source/destination pair and rate requirement uniformly
distributed in [1, 20]. In addition to the rate requirement, each
connection also has a lifetime which specifies how many time
units it will last. In our simulations, this connection lifetime is
set to a random integer uniformly distributed in [1, 100]. Since
this is the first paper addressing the interference-aware routing
in the multihop wireless networks, we compare our algorithms
with the minimum power path algorithm which finds a shortest
path based on the power values of wireless links for each given
connection demand. As discussed earlier, our algorithms will
seek power constrained minimum interference paths. Here,
the power tolerance is given by a Bound Ratio multiplied by
the path power of the corresponding minimum power path.
Although the connection requests are randomly generated, the
same random numbers are used for different simulation runs
in order to guarantee fair comparisons. The bound ratios are
set to 1.5 and 2.0 respectively in the simulations. The average
path interference and path power are used as two metrics for
performance evaluations. Each entry in the tables reported here
is the average over 500 connections.

In the first scenario, we observe how well our algorithms
can perform under different traffic loads. We fix the number
of nodes at 40. We then change the traffic loads by increasing
the connection request arriving interval from 5 time units
all the way up to 25 time units. The results are shown in
Tables I, II, III and IV.

In all tables, the bottom row represents average values
of the corresponding columns. Tables I and II show the
average maximum path interference and path power given by
Algorithm 2 and minimum power path algorithms under dif-
ferent connection arriving intervals. Regardless of the arriving
intervals, our algorithm dramatically reduce the maximum path

TABLE I

Average Max Path Interference with Different Arriving Intervals

IV Min-Power Path MIPC(1.5) MIPC(2.0)
5 90.13 57.34 50.73
10 46.43 28.30 25.26
15 31.77 18.47 15.97
20 23.39 12.54 10.95
25 18.53 10.06 8.99

AVG 42.05 25.34 22.38

TABLE II

Average Path Power with Different Arriving Intervals

IV Min-Power Path MIPC(1.5) MIPC(2.0)
5 10.60 13.00 14.86
10 10.60 12.39 13.89
15 10.60 12.11 13.23
20 10.60 11.78 12.58
25 10.60 11.58 12.18

AVG 10.60 12.17 13.35

TABLE III

Average Total Path Interference with Different Arriving Intervals

IV Min-Power Path TIPC(1.5) TIPC(2.0)
5 328.38 283.49 169.55
10 160.23 119.83 70.63
15 99.03 65.17 42.77
20 72.13 43.19 28.72
25 54.46 29.08 22.80

AVG 142.85 108.15 66.89

TABLE IV

Average Path Power with Different Arriving Intervals

IV Min-Power Path TIPC(1.5) TIPC(2.0)
5 10.60 11.40 14.03
10 10.60 11.52 13.73
15 10.60 11.58 13.11
20 10.60 11.61 12.82
25 10.60 11.56 12.40

AVG 10.60 11.53 13.22

interference values compared with the minimum power routing
algorithm. With the bound ratio set to 1.5, the maximum path
interference is decreased by 40% on average and it is reduced
further down to 47% if the bound ratio is set to 2.0. The
greater the bound ratio, the lower the average maximum path
interference can be achieved by using our algorithm. This
is due to the fact that a relaxed power tolerance bound can
give our algorithms a greater opportunity to find paths with
relatively small interference values. If this power tolerance
bound goes to infinity, then minimum interference paths will
be found. However, these paths may have very high power
costs. Our algorithms can be used to find a trade-off between
the path interference and path power. We can guarantee power
efficiency by setting this bound ratio to be a small value.
Table II shows that the average power of paths found by our
algorithm is just slightly higher than that of minimum power
paths, specifically, 15% on average with the bound ratio set
to 1.5 and 26% with bound ratio set to 2.0. The traffic loads
decrease with an increase of the arriving interval. When a
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connection request arrives, the computed path is supposed to
have greater path interference value if there is a relatively large
volume of pre-existing traffic. Table I shows that the average
maximum path interference decreases with an increase of the
arriving interval no matter which algorithm is used. If we
consider the total path interference, our algorithm outperform
the minimum power path algorithm as well, but at the cost of
a minor increase of path power. All related data are presented
in Tables III and IV.

In the second scenario, we fix the connection request
arriving interval to be 10 time units, and we randomly generate
networks with 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 nodes respectively.
Similar to the results for the first scenario, an almost identical
improvement is achieved by Algorithm 2 for maximum path
interference and by Algorithm 4 for total path interference.
Specifically, our algorithm reduce the maximum path interfer-
ence by 39% with bound ratio set to 1.5, and 44% with bound
ratio set to 2.0 on average. The average total path interference
is reduced by 25%(bound ratio = 1.5) and 54%(bound ratio
= 2.0). Relaxing the power tolerance value will dramatically
decrease total path interference. For the average path power,
we also obtain similar results as in the previous scenario. For
example, Algorithm 2 increases the average path power from
10.37 to 12.17 by setting the bound ratio to 1.5, which is only
a 17% increase.

The average path power should decease with the increase
of the number of nodes since replacing a long wireless link
with several relatively short ones could save power and a
denser network has more short links available. However, it
also depends on the deployment of the nodes. Since we do
not assume a uniform node distribution , it is possible that the
average path power of a network with comparatively large size
is even greater than that of a network with small size when the
difference of node numbers is not substantial. With regards to
interference, especially the total path interference, the situation
becomes more complicated. Since in a sparse network, we
have to use long wireless links for routing, which leads to large
interference scope, but there are not too many neighboring
nodes to interfere with. These two factors counteract each
other. Therefore we should expect to see some vibrations in
interference values with the increase of network size. However,
what needs to be pointed out is that no matter how many nodes
we have in the network, our algorithms always outperform the
minimum power path algorithm in terms of interference with
a minor increase of power.

TABLE V

Average Max Path Interference with Different Network Sizes

N Min-Power Path MIPC(1.5) MIPC(2.0)
20 70.60 47.62 43.50
30 47.64 29.25 28.26
40 46.43 28.30 25.26
50 44.92 26.15 23.12
60 42.72 23.78 20.53

AVG 50.46 31.02 28.13

TABLE VI

Average Path Power with Different Network Sizes

N Min-Power Path MIPC(1.5) MIPC(2.0)
20 10.99 13.16 15.01
30 12.83 14.71 16.50
40 10.60 12.39 13.89
50 7.85 9.28 10.51
60 9.57 11.30 12.55

AVG 10.37 12.17 13.69

TABLE VII

Average Total Path Interference with Different Network Sizes

N Min-Power Path TIPC(1.5) TIPC(2.0)
20 184.55 133.05 70.24
30 178.51 119.53 69.95
40 160.23 119.83 70.63
50 153.99 125.91 89.10
60 160.14 129.20 85.38

AVG 167.48 125.50 77.06

TABLE VIII

Average Path Power with Different Network Sizes

N Min-Power Path TIPC(1.5) TIPC(2.0)
20 10.99 11.94 14.43
30 12.83 14.72 17.08
40 10.60 11.52 13.73
50 7.85 8.26 9.36
60 9.57 10.35 12.01

AVG 10.37 11.36 13.32

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied several interference-aware
routing problems in multihop wireless networks using di-
rectional antennas. We have presented new definitions for
the link and path interference that are suitable for designing
better routing algorithms. Based on these definitions, we have
formulated several optimization problems related to routing
in multihop wireless networks. These include the Power
Constrained min-Max Interference single path (MIPC) and
Power Constrained min-Total Interference single path (TIPC)
routing problems. For each problem, we have presented an
optimal algorithm. We have also presented simulation results
which show that our algorithms reduce the average path
interference by approximately 40% or more at the cost of only
a slight increase in average path power compared with the well
known minimum power path routing algorithm. We have also
presented an optimal interference-aware node-disjoint path
routing algorithm which enhances network survivability.

We intend to extend our work to broadcasting and multicas-
ting in wireless networks using directional antennas. We will
also study interference-aware fault-tolerant topology control
problems.
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